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APPROXIMATE UNITARY EQUIVALENCE
OF CONTINUOUS NESTS

KENNETH R. DAVIDSON1

ABSTRACT. A short proof is given of an important theorem of N. Andersen:

All continuous nests are approximately unitarily equivalent.

The purpose of this note is to give a simple proof of an important theorem of

Niels Andersen [1].

THEOREM. Let M and M be continuous nests of projections and let 9 be an

order isomorphism of M onto M. Given e > 0, there is a unitary U such that

0(N)U - UN is compact for all N in M, and sup{\\9(N)U - UN\\: NeM}<e.

This theorem is a key ingredient in David Larson's solution of the Ringrose

problem [6, 7]: all continuous nests are similar. This in turn led to the author's

Similarity Theorem [4]: Suppose M and M are nests, and 9 is an order isomorphism

of M onto M which preserves dimension.  Then M and M are similar.

This theorem was given a second proof by William Arveson [3]. His proof ex-

tended the methods of his earlier paper [2] to give a version of Dan Voiculescu's

theorem [8] valid for certain nonseparable C*-algebras. Both proofs of the theorem

are long and difficult. Our proof is a synthesis of these two proofs which is both

shorter and easier. Although this paper is self-contained, a familiarity with [2]

would be an asset.

I would like to thank both A. Hopenwasser and the reviewer for some helpful

comments on the exposition.

1. Preliminaries. A continuous nest M is a complete chain of subspaces of a

separable Hubert space which is order isomorphic to [0,1]. Let {A^O < t < 1} be

the orthogonal projections onto the elements of the nest. In this note, the nest M

will be routinely identified with the corresponding nest of projections. There is a

spectral measure on [0,1] defined by

E{a,b] = Nb-Na

and extended in the natural way. One can choose a finite scalar Borel measure on

[0,1] which is mutually absolutely continuous with E. The support of a vector x

is the smallest closed set C such that E(C)x = x. A nest M is cyclic if there is a

vector x (a cyclic vector) such that span{_Vt:r} equals M. A cyclic vector necessarily

has support [0,1].
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The study of triangular algebras was initiated by Kadison and Singer [5], and it

follows from their Theorem 3.3.1 and its proof that any continuous nest N with a

cyclic vector can be reparametrized to be unitarily equivalent to the Volterra nest

Mo on L2(0,1) consisting of subspaces _V_ of functions supported in [0,.]. Although

we will not need this result, certain computations carried out in our proof are easier

for this particular nest (see remarks in §6). The reader might well keep this example

in mind as he reads the proof.

If M — {Nt} and M = {Mt} are two nests with given parametrizations on

[0,1], define M ® M = {Nt © Mt;0 < t < 1}. It will be convenient to allow

redundancy in the parametrization, in that Nto = Ntl for in < ti is allowed. So,

if M = {Nt} is a nest and P is a projection commuting with M, then Mi — M\PM

and .A/2 = M\P^M are nests with the induced parametrizations. (In this case,

redundant parametrization is natural.) It is clear that M = Mi © M2, and that every

decomposition of M into direct summands occurs in this way. Define the support of

a summand Mi (relative to M) to be the closure of the union {supp(x): x G PM}.

Note that if Mi has a cyclic vector x\, then supp(xi) = supp(.A/i).

If 9 is an order isomorphism between M and another continuous nest M, then

M can be parametrized as {Mt,0 < t < 1} so that 9(Nt) — Mt. Two such nests

will be called e-unitarily equivalent (M ~£ At) if there is a unitary U such that

MtU — UNt is compact for 0 < t < 1, and

sup \\MtU - UNt\\ < e.
o<t<i

Two nests are approximately unitarily equivalent (M ~a  -M) provided M ~_  M for

every e > 0.

A rank one operator will be denoted as x <g> y*, which acts by the formula x ®

y*(z) = (z,y)x. Note that A(x ®y*)B = Ax® (B*y)\

2. Approximate infinite multiplicity. The purpose of this section is to show

that every continuous nest is the infinite direct sum of cyclic nests with full support.

In a certain sense, this indicates that all continuous nests behave as if they have

infinite multiplicity.

LEMMA 1. Let M be a continuous nest, and let Ji be open subsets of Jq = (0,1),

i > 1. Then M _ __^n©-^» where each Mi is a continuous nest with support Ji.

If M is cyclic, then each Mi is cyclic.

PROOF. Let ß be a finite regular Borel measure on [0,1] mutually absolutely

continuous with the spectral measure E of M. Since ß is nonatomic, there are

pairwise disjoint measurable sets Ai included in J¿ with (0,1) = U^o M and

ß(Ai n I) > 0 for every open subset / of J¿. Set Mi = M\E(Ai))l. It is read-

ily verified that the support of Mi is _í¿ = J¿, and M — YhIo ©M- If - is a cyclic
vector M, then x¿ — E(Ai)x is cyclic for each Mi.    D

LEMMA 2. Let M be a continuous nest. Then M ~ __¿^i ©M where each Mi

has a cyclic vector Xi with support [0,1].

PROOF. First, note several simple facts about cyclic vectors. If M has a cyclic

vector x, and P commutes with M, then Px is cyclic for M\PM. Also, if Mi have

cyclic vectors x¿, i = 1 and 2, with supports 5¿ such that E(Si D S2) = 0, then
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xi © X2 is a cyclic vector for Mi © -V_- Suppose A/ is a nest and x ^ 0 is a vector.

Let J4 be the closed span of {Ntx: 0 < t < 1}. Clearly, the projection onto #x

commutes with M, and A/z = M\MX is a summand of A/ with cyclic vector x and

support equal the support of x.

Start with a vector in with support [0,1], and form the cyclic nest (MXo,xq, )iXo).

This has support [0,1]. Using Zorn's Lemma, one can extend this to a maximal

family of pairwise orthogonal cyclic symmands {(MXa,xa,){Xa)}. It follows readily

that )i - X_Q 0 )iXa and M = X_a © MXa. Of course, supp(iQ) — Ca need not be

all of [0,1] except for a = 0. This is remedied by using Lemma 1 to attach to each

MXq , a 5¿ 0, a summand of MXo.

Let Ja be the complement of Ca in [0,1]. By Lemma 1, the cyclic nest Mxo can

be decomposed as a direct sum J2a © ■W« ® __-i^o ̂ > so that supp Ma = JQ and

supp Mi — [0,1]. Furthermore, Ma has a cyclic vector ya such that E(Ca)ya = 0

and A/« has a cyclic vector z,\ From the first paragraph of the proof, it follows

that MXa © Ma has a cyclic vector xa © ya and support [0,1] for a ^ 0. Thus, M

decomposes as

•V = __(>4a©.M<-)©f>
o^O ¿=1

as a sum of cyclic nests of support [0,1].    D

3. A quasicentral approximate unit. Let M be a continuous nest with cyclic

vector x. For each N > 1, let Pzc.jv = E((k - \)/2N ,k/2N) and Xk,N = Pk,NX. Let

Pn be the orthogonal projection onto the span of {xk,N, 1 5_ k < 2N}. Since x is

cyclic, the union of this increasing sequence of subspaces is dense in U.

LEMMA 3. Given an integer N > 1 and an e > 0, there is a finite rank

contraction E > Pn which is a convex combination of {Pn,n > N} such that

mp0<t<i\\NtE-ENt\\<e.

PROOF. Let f(t) = \\Ntx\\2, and note that this is a strictly increasing continuous

function on [0,1]. From the uniform continuity of /, one obtains

lim     max   IIit vll =0.
N-.oo l<fc<2" '

Let Xk,N = \\xk,N¡\~1Xk,N- Then for M — N + n, one can write

Zc2n

Xk,N = 2_rf aiXi,M-
.=(Zc-l)2"+l

A computation shows that a¿ = ||—:fe,-v||   x|| —^í.aí||, so one obtains that

8(N, M) =   max   o¿
l<i<2"

tends to 0 as M tends to oo.

Let L = [e_1 + 1]. Choose integers N = Mi < A_2 < • • • < Ml such that

6(Mi,Mi+i) < 1/2L2 for 1 < i < L. Define E = -_1£f=1Pt. Fix . in [0,1],
and consider [Nt,E] — NtE — ENt. For each i, there is an integer z.¿ so that

ki - 1 < 2Mit < hi. Since

fc=l
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and the xzc,M; have disjoint supports, one obtains that

[Nt, PMx] = [Nt,Xk„M, ® x*kuM.] =Xi® y* -yi® x*

where i¿ = Ntxki,Mi and yx = N^xki,Mx- So

L

[NUE] = L-1 Y,xl® Vi -yl® x*.
¿=i

Note that if i < j, then

\{xi,Xj)\ + \{y%,yj)\ = (xk^M^Xk,^) < 8(Mi,Mj) < Í/2L2.

As this means that {xi,yi: 1 < i < L} are almost orthogonal, a routine estimate

yields

\\[Nt,E}\\ < L-^max[|z, ® y*\\ + L2(l/2L2)) < e (± + J) - e.    □

4. Approximate embeddings. Let M and Ai be continuous nests with cyclic

vectors i and y respectively. Let Xk,N(§k,N), Pk,N(Qk,N), Pn(Qn) be as in the

previous section.

LEMMA 4.   Given an integer Nr> and an e > 0, there is a unitary U satisfying

sup  \\(MtU-UNt)PNo\\<e.
0<t<l

PROOF. For N > No, define a unitary Un by setting UNXk,N — Ük,N, 1 < fc <

2^, and extending it in such a way that UPk,N^ = Qk,N^. Fix t in [0,1], and find

integers k and i0 so that

k - 1 < 2N°t < k   and   _0 - 1 < 2N. < .0-

Then if îfc)Ar0 = £<-._;-,N, one has

\\(MtUN - UNNt)PNJ = \\(MtUN - UNNt)xk,N0\\

= \aio\ ■ \\Mtyl0,N - UNNtxt0iN\\ < 28(N0,N).

For N sufficiently large,

sup  \\(MtUN-UNNt)PNo\\<26(No,N)<e.   D
0<t<l

Now proceed as in Arveson's proof of Voiculescu's theorem [3].

LEMMA 5. Let M and M be continuous nests, and let e > 0. There is an

isometry U of #(°°) into U such that MtU - UN¿°°' is compact for 0 < Í < 1, and

sup  ||MtL7-/y_Vt(oo)|| <e.
0<t<l

PROOF. We will make use of the following fact: If E is positive and \\X\\ <

1, then \\XE1/2 - E^XW < 1\\XE - EXW1/2. (The weaker version in [2] will
suffice.) By Lemma 2, Ai can be decomposed as J2i __-■/ © ^ij where Mij axe

continuous nests on Mij with cyclic vector yij of support [0,1]. Similarly, A/^°°'

can be decomposed as ¿2i © Mi where A4 act on Ki and have cyclic vectors i¿ of

support [0,1]. So it suffices to provide an isometry V of Ki into £\ 0 #¿¿ such that
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MtV — VNt\Ki is the compact of norm less than e¿ = 2~le. For convenience, the

subscript i and restriction to AC, will be dropped from the notation.

Recursively, choose integers Nk, contractions Ek, and unitaries Uk taking AC¿

onto Uik such that Nq = 0, Eq = 0, and

(i) PNk <Ek< PNk+1

(ii) sup0<t<1 \\NtEk - EkNt\\ < 2-8(£/2fc+1)2

(iii) suPo<t<1 \\(MtUk - UkNt)PNk+1\\ < 2
-fc-i.

Let Ni = 1. Given Nk, Ek-i and Uk-i, use Lemma 3 to obtain Ek satisfying

(i) and (ii) and choose _Vfc+i accordingly. Then use Lemma 4 to provide Uk- Set

Fk = (Ek - Ek-i)1'2 and V = £~ , UkFk.
Since the Uk have the orthogonal ranges V*V — X.fc_=i ̂k = ^> ana^ thus V is an

isometry. Also

\FkNt NtFkW^TWFêNt-NtFk2^2

< 7 • 2-%/2fc+1)2 + (e/2k+i)2]1/2 < e/2k+1.

Thus

\MtV - VNt\\ =   ¿2(MtUk - UkNt)Fk + Uk(NtFk - FkNt)
fc=i

oo

< £ ||(Mt[/fc - %-Vt)PArfc+i|| + \\NtFk - FkNt\\

k-i£ + 2-k-\

k=\
oo

fc=i

£ = e.

DAs each term is finite rank, the sum MtV — VNt is compact.

5. Proof of the Theorem. Let M and Ai be continuous nests, and let U be

the isometry provided by Lemma 5. Let P — {/{/*, and compute:

AftP - PMt = (MtU - UNl°°])U* - U(MtU - UN^)*.

Thus MtP — PMt is compact of norm at most 2e for all 0 < . < 1. Let L be the

compression of Ai to P^M, and suppose that this is a continuous nest. Then the

unitary W of P-t-X®^00) onto U given by W = P^@U makes MtW -W'(Lt©_Vt(oo))

compact of norm at most 3e. That is,

At~3-  £©-V(oo)-(_©A/(oo))©A/~3e At ©A/.

Similarly, M ~6e A/ ffi At, whence N ~i2. At. As £• > 0 is arbitrary, M and At are

approximately unitarily equivalent.

Unfortunately, I do not know if £ is a continuous nest. However, the formal

manipulation is valid. To see this, let S be the shift on #(°°) given by S(xn) —

(0, ii,i2,. • •) and let J be the injection of U into H^ by Jx = (i,0,0,...). Define
a unitary W of M © U into M by W = (P1- + USU'UJ). The three approximate

equivalences in the previous paragraph come from the factorization of W as

P1-   o\

MIZ l Ü,1K o
0     l)
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where the factors take U © U to P^M © K(°°> © M to P-1^ © #(°°) to Í/ in turn. A
routine computation yields At ~6-  At © A/ as desired.    D

6. Remarks. In this section, an attempt will be made to make the constructions

more concrete. Consider the Volterra nest A/o on L2(0,1) given by projections Nt

onto L2(0,t), 0 < . < 1. After a change of parametrization, every cyclic continuous

nest is unitarily equivalent to A/o [5]. In embedding M into At, the parametrization

of one, say M, is arbitrary. So we may assume that it is A/o- Now A/o has cyclic

vector io — 1. It is easy to compute the function 6(N, M) in this case: 6(N, M) =
2~(M-N)/2

Let ._.„ = 2~n X_fc=i Pkn- Then the estimates of Lemma 3 yield \\[Nt, E]\\ < 2~n
for 0 < t < 1. Next consider the unitary constructed in Lemma 4. Since At is cyclic

(with cyclic vector y), it is unitarily equivalent [5] to the nest of projections Mt

onto functions supported in [0, t] in L2(ß) where p is a nonatomic measure with

support [0,1]. The proof of Lemma 4 requires that U take L2((k - l)/2", k/2n)

onto Qk,N^ — L2(((k — l)/2n,k/2n),p). Further, U takes xk,N (the characteristic

function of ((k-l)/2N, k/2N)) to the cyclic vector 2~Nl2y~k,N- This is accomplished

explicitly as follows. Let

f(t) = \\Mt2-^%,Nf + (* - 1)2-N,        (Jfc - 1)2-" < t < k2-N.

Note that / is strictly increasing on [0,1] and f(k2~N) = k2~N for 0 < k < 2N.

For h in L2((k - l)/2N,k/2N), define UbyUh = (ho f)2~N/2yk,N- Then U is the
required unitary since

\\Uh\\2 = j\ho /|22-*W|2 Mt) = j\h° /I2 df(t) = j \h\2 dt = \\h\\2.

So, in principle, one can write down unitaries that embed A/o into the canonical

nest At onto L2(ß)(-°c\ thus producing an approximate summand of At which is

mutually singular. Similarly, by choosing explicit measurable sets to implement

Lemma 1, one can split A/o into a sum of concrete continuous nests. Thus one can

write down a unitary which embeds A/0 into A/o- However, it does not seem that

these "explicit" unitaries are of a simple enough form to yield further insight.
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